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Statistical mechanics of worm-like polymers
from a new generating function
Gustavo A. Carria) and Marcelo Marucho
The Maurice Morton Institute of Polymer Science, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325-3909
~Received 16 April 2004; accepted 28 June 2004!
We present a mathematical approach to the worm-like chain model of semiflexible polymers. Our
method is built on a novel generating function from which all the properties of the model can be
derived. Moreover, this approach satisfies the local inextensibility constraint exactly. In this paper,
we focus on the lowest order contribution to the generating function and derive explicit analytical
expressions for the characteristic function, polymer propagator, single chain structure factor, and
mean square end-to-end distance. These analytical expressions are valid for polymers with any
degree of stiffness and contour length. We find that our calculations are able to capture the fully
flexible and infinitely stiff limits of the aforementioned quantities exactly while providing a smooth
and approximate crossover behavior for intermediate values of the stiffness of the polymer
backbone. In addition, our results are in very good quantitative agreement with the exact and
approximate results of five other treatments of semiflexible polymers. © 2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1784771#
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the ground-breaking ideas introduced by Kratky
and Porod in 1949,1 theoretical studies of semiflexible poly-
mers based on the Kratky–Porod ~KP! model, called worm-
like polymers henceforth, have been abundant. In this model,
the polymer chain displays resistance to bending deforma-
tions. The degree of resistance is determined by a free energy
that penalizes the different configurations of the chain based
on the extent of bending of the polymer backbone. This free
energy depends on parameters ~elastic constants! that are the
result of many short-range monomer-monomer interactions.
Explicitly, for the continuous version of the KP model,2
called the worm-like chain ~WLC! model which is the only
model for semiflexible polymers studied in this paper, the
free energy is
H5
e
2 E0
L
dsS ]R]s D
2
, ~1!
where R(s) is the vectorial field in three dimensions that
represents the polymer chain, s is the arc of length param-
eter, L is the contour length of the polymer, and e is the ratio
between the bending modulus and the thermal energy. In
addition, the local inextensibility constraint udR(s)/dsu51
must be satisfied for all values of the arc of length parameter.
As a consequence of the bending rigidity, a worm-like
chain is characterized by a persistence length that is propor-
tional to the bending modulus such that for length scales
shorter than the persistence length the chain behaves like a
rod while, for length scales larger than the persistence length
the chain is governed by the configurational entropy that
favors the random-walk conformations.
The local inextensibility constraint has not allowed re-
searchers to find an exact solution to the model when the
effects of an external field are added to the theory ~see p. 44
in Ref. 3 and, Secs. 15.9.3 and 15.9.1 in Ref. 4!. Indeed, the
constraint udR(s)/dsu51 is written using a Dirac d distribu-
tion in infinite dimensions. Depending on how the constraint
is written, udR(s)/dsu51 or @dR(s)/ds#251, we obtain
path integral representations for the different statistical quan-
tities ~e.g., characteristic function! with actions that are
nonanalytic or nonlinear, respectively. Consequently, there is
no exact solution for the WLC model with an external field
at present. However, the path integral representation of the
WLC model without an external field is the same one that
describes the Brownian motion of a point particle of mass e
moving on the unit sphere. Since this problem is exactly
solvable many properties of the WLC model such as some
correlation functions and the first few moments of the distri-
bution of the end-to-end distance are known exactly;2,3
higher order moments can also be computed exactly using a
recursive solution to Schro¨dinger’s equation.4 However, ex-
act expressions for the different distribution functions are not
available at present.
Indeed, many researchers have addressed the WLC
model and other models of semiflexible polymers like the
model of Dirac chains developed by Kholodenko5 with the
purpose of understanding the statistical behavior of this kind
of polymers. Among the many theoretical treatments of
worm-like polymers, let us start with two very important
contributions made in 1950s: first, the work by Daniels6 who
developed expansions of the polymer propagator for a worm-
like polymer in inverse powers of the number of segments
and, second, the classic paper by Benoit and Doty7 where the
exact expressions of the mean square end-to-end distance
and radius of gyration were obtained. During the following
two decades, the field of statistical mechanics of worm-like
a!Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
gac@uakron.edu
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polymers saw a substantial growth, thanks to the seminal
contributions of many researchers. For example, Fixman and
Kovacs developed a modified Gaussian model for stiff poly-
mer chains under an external field ~external force!.8 In this
approach, they computed an approximate distribution for the
bond vectors from which they were able to compute the par-
tition function and average end-to-end vector. An alternative
approach was proposed by Harris and Hearst9 who devel-
oped a distribution for the continuous model from which
they were able to compute the two-point correlation function
and, consequently, the mean square end-to-end distance and
radius of gyration. A reformulation of the KP model using
field-theoretic methods was developed by Saitoˆ and
co-workers,2 who computed exactly different averages of the
end-to-end distance and tangent-tangent correlation function.
In addition, Gobush and co-workers10 developed an
asymptotic expression for the polymer propagator in inverse
powers of the number of segments and, Yamakawa and
Stockmayer11 addressed the first order correction to the mean
square end-to-end distance and second virial coefficient due
to excluded volume interactions. Other seminal contributions
to the understanding of the WLC model made by Yamakawa
and collaborators have been summarized in Ref. 3 recently.
Worm-like polymers were also studied using field-theoretic
methods by Freed12 who developed a modified Gaussian dis-
tribution approximation for the WLC model.13 This distribu-
tion has been rederived using different mathematical meth-
ods by Lagowski and co-workers,14 and Winkler et al.15
Similar results were obtained by Zhao and collaborators16
who also studied the effect of an external field. Field-
theoretic methods have also been used by Bhattacharjee and
Muthukumar17 who employed the Edwards-Singh self-
consistent approach to obtain an effective Gaussian Hamil-
tonian which they used to compute the mean square end-to-
end distance.
In recent years, the advent of new experimental methods
that have allowed researchers to manipulate single molecules
has generated new momentum in the area of statistical me-
chanics of worm-like polymers.18 Indeed, new analytical and
numerical approaches to worm-like polymers have been de-
veloped by Marko and Siggia, Kroy and Frey, and Samuel
and Sinha19 who derived the force-elongation relationship
predicted by the WLC model, Hansen and Podgornik20 who
developed a nonperturbative 1/d expansion (d being the di-
mension of the embedding space!, Wilhelm and Frey21 who
computed the polymer propagator for polymers with large
bending rigidities, Winkler22 who computed the same quan-
tity for any value of the stiffness of the polymer backbone
using the maximum entropy principle, and Kleinert4 who de-
veloped a recursive solution to Schro¨dinger’s equation from
where the all the moments of the polymer propagator can be
calculated exactly. Kleinert has also proposed a particular
mathematical expression for the polymer propagator. More
recently, Stepanow and Schu¨tz23 computed the Fourier-
Laplace transform of the polymer propagator systematically
by mapping the WLC model onto the problem of random
walks with constraints, which is related to the representation
theory of the Temperley-Lieb algebra.
The WLC model is not the only description of semiflex-
ible polymers available in the literature. Indeed, other mod-
els for semiflexible polymers have been developed. Among
these other approaches it is important for the purposes of this
paper to mention the model of Dirac chains developed by
Kholodenko.5 The advantage of this model is that statistical
quantities such as the force-elongation relationship and
single chain structure factor can be calculated exactly and,
moreover, have been used to describe experimental data and
compare well with approximate results of the WLC model.
The origin of the quantitative agreement between the differ-
ent observables of both models can be found in the approxi-
mate equivalence between the WLC model and the model of
Dirac chains. This was proved by Kholodenko using the
Bloch-Nordsieck approximation. The approximate equiva-
lence between both models and the availability of an exact
solution for the model of Dirac chains make this model very
useful for the purpose of estimating the quality of our ap-
proximations for the WLC model.5
In this paper we revisit the WLC model of semiflexible
polymers with the purpose of developing a new approximate
method capable of providing closed form expressions for the
most commonly studied statistical properties of the model.
The main motivation for this study is to obtain these expres-
sions from a unique approximation to the model such that
these expressions are accurate for any value of the persis-
tence length. Since all these results are obtained from a
single approximate treatment of the model, they are on equal
footing. In other words, we do not have to develop different
approximations for different statistical quantities or regimes
with different degrees of stiffness. This feature is one impor-
tant advantage of this work. We show in this article that
some statistical quantities ~e.g., the polymer propagator in
real space! are described by very simple and accurate math-
ematical formulas when our method is employed. However,
the consequences of the approximate nature of our method
appear in two parameters that our calculation cannot predict
at present therefore, they are determined a posteriori by
comparing our results with the ones obtained by other ap-
proximate treatments of the WLC model. Although this lack
of self-consistency is the most important drawback of our
calculation, it is also one of its major strengths since it al-
lows us to connect our method with the results obtained by
other research groups.
Let us be more explicit about the objectives of this work.
Our main objective is to find a solution to the WLC model
capable of reproducing the statistical properties of the model
approximately. Furthermore, we require that our solution
captures all the statistical properties of the rod-like and flex-
ible limits exactly. Moreover, our solution must respect the
local, not global, inextensibility constraint. In the crossover
region, the solution is not exact but, we require that it dis-
plays the correct physical features as described by other ap-
proximate and exact descriptions of semiflexible polymers.
Finally, our solution should be amenable to systematic and
controlled corrections calculated in a perturbative manner. In
this paper, we only provide the guidelines for the develop-
ment of such perturbation expansion but leave the detailed
mathematical calculations for a future article where we will
also address the excluded volume problem.
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This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we start
with the KP model and propose a generating function that we
evaluate approximately. This section also contains the con-
tinuous limit ~WLC model! and the two approximations re-
quired by our calculation together with their justifications.
Afterward, we use the generating function to calculate the
characteristic function, mean square end-to-end distance,
polymer propagator, and single chain structure factor of the
model. In Sec. III we discuss the results of our calculations
which are valid for any value of the stiffness of the polymer
backbone and length of the polymer chain. Moreover, for the
purpose of making our presentation more balanced and ob-
jective, we present a quantitative comparison of our results
with those obtained by other researchers using different de-
scriptions of semiflexible polymers ~Dirac chains! and differ-
ent approximations to the WLC model. Sec. IV contains the
conclusions of our work. The details of some mathematical
calculations are presented in the Appendix.
II. THEORY
A. Review of the Kratky–Porod model and the
generating function
Let us consider a polymer chain as a set of n bond vec-
tors (u0 ,u1 , . . . ,un21) connected in a sequential manner.
Furthermore, let us assume that the length of each bond vec-
tor is lk (5Kuhn length! and that pairs of consecutive bond
vectors try to be parallel to each other. This orientational
interaction is modeled with a Boltzmann weight given by the
following mathematical expression8,17
expS 2 e2lk2kBT (k50
n22
~uk112uk!
2D , ~2!
where e and kBT are the bending and thermal energies, re-
spectively. In addition, we take into account the local inex-
tensibility constraint with the following term:2
)
i50
n21
dH ~ui!2lk2 21J . ~3!
The expressions given by Eqs. ~2! and ~3! define the KP
model completely and all the statistical properties of the
model such as the characteristic function, single chain struc-
ture factor and other correlation functions, probability distri-
butions like the polymer propagator and their moments can
be calculated. The evaluation of these statistical properties
can be easily done using the following generating function:
C~$Ck jp%![K expS (
k50
n21
ukCk jpD L , ~4!
where Ck jp is defined as follows:
Ck jp[Jk1iq@Q~k2 j !2Q~k2p !# . ~5!
This definition shows that Ck jp is an auxiliary tensor. It rep-
resents a standard external source consisting of two terms,
the first one, Jk , represents a dipolar coupling with the kth
bond vector and, the second one, q, is also a dipolar coupling
that is nonzero only when the kth bond vector is located
between the j th and pth ones along the polymer chain. Q(z)
is the Heaviside step function.24
If the generating function defined in Eq. ~4! is known,
then all the aforementioned statistical properties can be ob-
tained from it by differentiation with respect to $Jk% and/or
by assigning specific values to $Jk%. For example, the char-
acteristic function is obtained from Eq. ~4! by setting all the
Jk variables equal to zero, C$iq@Q(k2 j)2Q(k2p)#%; the
polymer propagator is the inverse Fourier transform of the
characteristic function C(iq) and the tangent-tangent corre-
lation function, ^ujuk&, is computed as the second-order
derivative of the generating function with respect to Jj and
Jk , afterward, this result should be evaluated for values of
$Jk% equal to zero. Other statistical quantities can also be
computed easily. Consequently, our first step is to evaluate
C($Ck jp%) whose explicit mathematical expression is
C~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E F )
i50
n21
dui dH ~ui!2lk2 21J G
3expH 2 e2lk2kBT (k50
n22
~uk112uk!
2
1 (
k50
n21
ukCk jpJ , ~6!
where z is defined in such a way that C($0k jp%)51. We now
rewrite the d distributions in Eq. ~6! as follows:
)j50
n21
dH ~uj!2lk2 21J 5 )j50
n21 lk
3
~2p!2 E dF j cos~F jlk!~F jlk!2 Oˆ 1~l j!
3FexpS ilkF j ujlk ~11l j! D G , ~7!
where Oˆ i(l j)@ fl # is an operator whose function is to take
the first i terms of the Taylor series in powers of l j of the
argument and evaluate this result for l j51.
After replacing the d distributions in Eq. ~6! with the
integral representations described in Eq. ~7! the mathemati-
cal expression for the generating function becomes
C~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E F )
q50
n21
duq dFq
cos~Fqlk!
~Fqlk!2
Oˆ 1~lq!G
3H expF2 e2lk2kBT (k50
n22
~uk112uk!
2
1 (
k50
n21
uk@Ck jp1iFk~11lk!#G J . ~8!
The integrals over the variables uk are evaluated exactly
using the saddle point method. The mathematical expression
for the saddle point is the following
uk5u02
lk
2kBT
e (m50
k21
@Cm jp1iFm~11lm!#~k2m !. ~9!
In addition, the following constraint must be fulfilled:
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(
m50
n21
@ iFm~11lm!1Cm jp#50. ~10!
After we replace the expression for the saddle point
given by Eq. ~9! into the expression for the generating func-
tion given by Eq. ~8! and writing the constraint, Eq. ~10!,
using the exponential representation of the delta distribution,
the expression of the generating function becomes
C~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E duH E F )
q50
n21
dFq
cos~ lkuF ju!
~ lkuF ju!2
Oˆ 1~lq!G
3expF i (
s50
n21
u@Fs~11ls!2iCs jp#
2
kn
2 (k50
n21
(
s50
n21
@ iFk~11lk!
1Ck jp#Kk ,s@ iFs~11ls!1Cs jp#G J , ~11!
where the kernel Kk ,s and the parameter k are defined as
follows:
Kk ,s[F12 kn 2 Q~s2k !n ~s2k !G and k[ lk
2kBT
e
.
~12!
We refer the reader to Appendix for some mathematical de-
tails of this part of the calculation.
Another mathematical expression for the kernel Kk ,s is
F S 12 k1s2n D2 us2ku2n G .
Note that the contribution to double integral arising from the
term @12 (k1s)/2n# in the kernel vanishes due to the con-
straint depicted by Eq. ~10!. Therefore, we remove these con-
tributions from the definition of the kernel Kk ,s henceforth.
Then, the generating function can be written as follows:
C~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E duH E F )
q50
n21
dFq
cos~ lkuF ju!
~ lkuF ju!2
Oˆ 1~lq!G
3F expF i (
s50
n21
u@Fs~11ls!2iCs jp#
2
kn
4 (k50
n21
(
s50
n21
@Fk~11lk!
2iCk jp#
us2ku
n
@Fs~11ls!2iCs jp#G J . ~13!
The next step involves the integration over the variables
Fq . These integrals cannot be evaluated exactly because the
kernel generates nonlocal correlations between the variables.
In other words, the variable Fs is correlated to F j where j
Þs . These nonlocal correlations make the exact evaluation
of the integrals in Eq. ~13! impossible and force us to search
for an approximate method to evaluate them. First, we ob-
serve that the term containing the cosine function inside the
product cannot be approximated and must be kept intact.
Otherwise, the local inextensibility constraint would be vio-
lated and the model would lead to the Gaussian chain model.
A similar argument can be made for the first term in the
exponential of Eq. ~13!. If this term is approximated, then the
exact results of the flexible and rigid limits are lost. Since
our approach must capture these two limits exactly and pre-
serve the local inextensibility constraint intact then, the only
term that we are allowed to approximate is the second term
in the exponential. Moreover, the only quantity that we can
approximate in the second term such that we can evaluate the
Fq integrals is the nonlocal kernel.
Let us study the second term in the exponential of Eq.
~13!. Observe that the nonlocal kernel correlates the behavior
of the j th variable with the behaviors of all the other vari-
ables. In other words, there is no self-correlation ~correlation
of Fq with itself!. Thus, we can represent these correlations
with a diagram shown in Fig. 1. The vertical lines represent
the same polymer chain. We show two lines to clarify how
the different variables on the same polymer correlate with
each other. The dashed lines represent the correlations be-
tween pairs of variables that are propagated by the kernel
Kk ,s . Since Kk ,s does not allow self-correlations, variables
with the same value of the subindex are not correlated via the
kernel Kk ,s . However, there are paths that lead to effective
self-correlations. One example of this is the case where the
first variable is correlated with the second one, the second
one with the third one and this one with the first one. Another
possible path for the self-correlation would be the first vari-
able correlating with the third one, the third one with the fifth
one and this one with the first one. Clearly, other paths can
be constructed. The addition of all these paths defines an
effective self-correlation for the first variable. We call this
self-correlation Do . Similarly, this self-correlation can be de-
fined for all other variables along the polymer chain. We
assume that this self-correlation is independent of the posi-
tion of the variable along the polymer chain but depends
only on the length of the polymer and its stiffness. In addi-
tion, if we could sum the contributions from all the paths,
then we would be able to compute Do directly from the
model. Unfortunately, this is equivalent to solve the model
exactly which is not possible at present. Thus, Do is left as an
adjustable parameter to be determined a posteriori by an
FIG. 1. Illustration of the definition of the effective self-correlation, Do
~continuous line!, in terms of the correlations propagated by the kernel Kk ,s
~dashed line!. Only two paths are showed. Both vertical lines represent the
same polymer. Numbers indicate the variables along the polymer chain.
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appropriate criterion. Using the concept of effective self-
correlation, we approximate the kernel as follows:
Kk ,s.
1
2 Do~k/lk ,nlk!dks , ~14!
where dks is Kronecker’s delta.
At this point it is relevant to analyze the consequences of
this first approximation. Observe that the replacement of Kk ,s
by a diagonal term implies that the internal correlations are
taken into account on an average sense. Thus, this lowest
level of approximation for our generating function cannot
describe correlation functions like ^ujuk& accurately. An-
other important quantity that is affected by this first approxi-
mation is the single chain structure factor. However, we will
show that the consequences of this approximation on the
structure factor are negligible.
It is worth mentioning that the results obtained using the
approximation mentioned in the previous paragraph are ame-
nable to corrections calculated in a controlled manner. One
way of improving the accuracy of the results is to take into
account the presence of the nearest neighbors explicitly in
Eq. ~13!. This approach is similar to the Bethe approximation
for the Ising model and would lead to correlations between
nearest neighbor variables, Fs and Fs11 , via the kernel
Ks ,s61 . Consequently, another effective correlation,
D1(k/lk ,nlk), would appear in the theory. Further improve-
ments could be made by accounting explicitly for the corre-
lations with nearest neighbors in higher shells. Another
method is the perturbative one. In this case we have to add
and subtract Do to the kernel in Eq. ~13! and assume that the
contributions arising from the difference between Do and the
kernel are small. A simple Taylor expansion in powers of the
difference between Do and the kernel leads to a standard
perturbative analysis.
In this paper, we focus on the lowest order contribution
to the generating function and postpone the analysis of
higher order corrections for a future publication. Using the
approximation described before the expression of the gener-
ating function given in Eq. ~13! can be written as follows:
Co~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E duH E F )
q50
n21
dFq
cos~ lkuF ju!
~ lkuF ju!2
Oˆ 1~lq!G
3F expF i (
s50
n21
u@Fs~11ls!2iCs jp#
2
knDo
4 (k50
n21
@Fk~11lq!2iCk jp#2G J . ~15!
The evaluation of the integrals over the variables Fq is
simplified by the use of spherical coordinates. The resulting
mathematical expression for the generating function is
Co~$Ck jp%!5
~p!(2n)
z
E duH )q50n21 Oˆ 1~lq! expFknDo4 ~Cq jp!21uCq jpG
~11lq!UknDo2lk Cq jp1 ulkU
F erfS F 1~11lq! 1U knDo2lk Cq jp1 ulk UG lkAknDoD
2erfS F 1~11lq! 2U knDo2lk Cq jp1 ulk UG lkAknDoD GJ . ~16!
Afterward, we apply the operator Oˆ 1(lq) to the inte-
grand in Eq. ~16!. As a result, we obtain the following ex-
pression for the generating function:
Co~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E du)
q50
n21
expS 2 u2knDoD
3
sinhS 2lkknDo UknDo2 Cq jp1uU D
2lk
knDo
UknDo2 Cq jp1uU
, ~17!
where u fl u should be understood as A( fl )2.
Finally, we take the continuous limit of the expression
given in Eq. ~17! to obtain an expression valid for the WLC
model. For this purpose, we rewrite the parameters of the
discrete model in terms of the contour length L5nlk and
persistence length ,p5lk
3/k of the chain @i.e., Do
5Do(L ,,p)]. Afterward, we split the product over q ~seg-
ments! in Eq. ~17! into two products. The first one is the
product over all the persistence lengths that can fit in a poly-
mer with contour length L . The second one is the product
over all the segments that can fit in one persistence length.
Clearly, this factorization of the product has two implica-
tions. First, it assumes that an integer number of segments
forms a persistence length and, second, that the polymer has
an integer number of persistence lengths. We will explain
how to resolve this limitation after presenting the second
approximation of our approach. After factorizing the product
and rewriting all the parameters in terms of the ones of the
continuous model, Eq. ~17! becomes
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Co~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E du expS 2 u2,pDo D )a50
L/,p
)
q50
,p /lk
3
sinhS 2lk,pLDo ULDo2,p C$a ,q% jp1uU D
2lk,p
LDo
ULDo2,p C$a ,q% jp1uU
. ~18!
At this point it is relevant to say that the WLC model
does not depend on the Kuhn length, lk , explicitly. Indeed,
the model depends on two length scales determined by ,p
which is the ultraviolet cutoff of the model and L which
represents the infrared cutoff of the theory. If the physical
phenomenon of interest has a characteristic length scale
shorter than ,p , then the WLC model cannot describe it. For
these length scales, the WLC model predicts the behavior of
a structureless rigid rod. Consequently, one can naturally as-
sume that the product over the segments inside a persistence
length in Eq. ~18! can be approximated by the argument of
the product where lk is replaced by ,p ,
)
q50
,p /lk sinhS 2lk,pLDo ULDo2,p C$a ,q% jp1uU D
2lk,p
LDo
ULDo2,p C$a ,q% jp1uU
>
sinhS 2,p2LDo ULDo2,p Ca jp1uU D
2,p
2
LDo
ULDo2,p Ca jp1uU
. ~19!
This is the second approximation of our approach and has
two important consequences. On the one hand, this approxi-
mation removes lk from the model in agreement with the fact
that the WLC model does not depend on lk . On the other
hand, it assumes a specific functional form for the product
over q . This function is exact if one persistence length were
to behave like a rigid rod. However, even in the case of very
short polymers (L!,p), some fluctuations with respect to
the rigid rod configuration are possible. These fluctuations
can be accounted for if we define the ratio L/,p used in our
calculations as a function of the true ratio L/,p . In other
words, the fluctuations renormalize the ratio L/,p of our ap-
proach. The functional relationship between the ratio L/,p
used in our calculations and the true one is unknown. Thus,
we will construct this relationship later by comparing our
results with the ones obtained from other treatments of the
WLC model.
Finally, we replace the result obtained in Eq. ~19! into
the expression of the generating function given by Eq. ~18!
to obtain the most general expression for the generating
function C($Ck jp%),
Co~$Ck jp%!5
1
z
E du expS 2 u2,pDo D
3F sinhS 2,p2LDo ULDo2,p Cq jp1uU D2,p2
LDo
ULDo2,p Cq jp1uU G
L/,p
.
~20!
Observe that the power L/,p was originally obtained under
the assumption that it was an integer number. However, since
L/,p is renormalized by the fluctuations, as discussed before,
it can be a real number. Although this does not change the
underlying conceptual physics of the approximations, it does
have important implications from the computational point of
view. If L/,p is real, then whenever the imaginary part of the
ratio
sinhS 2,p2LDo ULDo2,p Cq jp1uU D
2,p
2
LDo
ULDo2,p Cq jp1uU
, ~21!
changes sign, there will be a cut on the complex plane.
Crossing these cuts generates discontinuous behavior for the
different functions. These discontinuities are artifacts of the
extension of our approximations from integer values of L/,p
to real ones. Thus, when using any of the mathematical ex-
pressions derived hereafter, we must make sure that they are
evaluated on only one Riemann sheet so that cuts are
avoided.
B. Characteristic function
Let us start with the evaluation of the characteristic func-
tion. This function is obtained from the mathematical expres-
sion of the generating function given in Eq. ~20! when the
external field Cq jp is replaced with iq where q is the scat-
tering wave vector. Then, the mathematical expression for
the characteristic function is
C~q !5
1
2i,pqz
E
0
1‘
du expS 2 u2,pDo D
3uH E2,p2/LDo(u2iq LDo/2,p)2,p
2/LDo(u1iq LDo/2,p)vF sinh~v !v G
L/,p
dvJ .
~22!
This expression can be simplified further by an integration
by parts over the variable u and with the help of the follow-
ing definitions: h(z)2h(z)52i Im@h(z)# and h( z¯)5h(z),
where
h~z !5 ~@sinh~z !#L/lp/@z#L/lp21!.
As a result, the expression for the characteristic function be-
comes
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C~q !5
1
qzL E0
1‘
du expS 2 u2,pDo D
3ImH H sinhF 2,p2LDo S u1iq LDo2,p D G J L/,pF 2,p2LDo S u1iq LDo2,p D GL/,p21 J . ~23!
Observe that in the limit L/,p→‘ the integral represen-
tation of the characteristic function given in Eq. ~23! ap-
proaches the asymptotic limit given by the formula
CL/lp→‘~q !;F sin~q,p!q,p G
L/,p
, ~24!
which, if the ratio L/,p is an integer, is the characteristic
function of the random flight model.25
On the other hand, in the limit L/,p →0 the character-
istic function approaches the rodlike limit26
CL/lp→0~q !5
sin~qL !
qL . ~25!
In addition, the expression of the characteristic function
given in Eq. ~23! has an analytical solution for the entire
range of values of L/,p , which is
C~q !5
1
qzL2L/lp (p50
‘ S L/,pp D ~2 !pImH E01‘du expF2 u2,pDo 1S L,p 22p D 2,p2LDo S u1iq LDo2,p D GF 2,p2LDo S u1iq LDo2,p D GL/,p21 J , ~26!
where we have expanded the function sinhx(z) in powers of
z .24 This expression for the characteristic function avoids all
the cuts introduced by the extension of L/,p to real values.
C. Mean square end-to-end distance
We now proceed to evaluate the mean square end-to-end
distance ^R2& and the norm z from the expansion of the
characteristic function in powers of the wave vector. First,
we change variables as follows:
v5v~x !5AS 2,p2LDo u D
2
12i
2,p
2
LDo
u,pqx2,p
2q2,
u5u~ t !5
LDo
2,p
2 t , ~27!
then, the expression of the characteristic function given by
Eq. ~22! becomes
C~q !5
1
2z FLDo2,p2 G
2E
0
1‘
dt expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2G t2
3E
21
1
dxS sinh~At212it,pqx2,p2q2!At212it,pqx2,p2q2 D
L/,p
.
~28!
In the limit of small wave vectors, the integral represen-
tation of the characteristic function given in Eq. ~28! has the
following asymptotic behavior:
C~q !5
1
z FLDo2,p2 G
2E
0
1‘
dt
3expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2G t2H S sinh~ t !t D L/,p
2
L,pq2 sinhL/,p~ t !
6tL/,p12 F S L,p t21 L,p 21 D
1S L,p 21 D t@22 coth~ t !1csch2~ t !t#G J , ~29!
where, in order to satisfy the condition C(0)51, we define z
as follows:
z5FLDo2,p2 G
2
AL/,p22
L/,p S L,p , Do,p D . ~30!
Aa
b(L/,p , Do /,p) is defined by the following formula:
Aa
bS L,p , Do,p D5E01‘dt expF2 t
2
4
Do
,p
S L,pD
2G sinhb~ t !ta .
~31!
The second-order derivative of the characteristic func-
tion with respect to the wave vector evaluated at q50 deter-
mines the expression of the mean square end-to-end distance.
The final expression for ^R2& is
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^R2&526
]2C~q !
]q2 Uq50
5
L,p
z FLDo2,p2 G
2E
0
1‘
dt
3expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2G sinhL/,p~ t !tL/,p H S L,p t21 L,p 21 D
1S L,p 21 D t@22 coth~ t !1csch2~ t !t#J , ~32!
or, in terms of Aa
b(L/,p , Do /,p),
^R2&5
L,p
AL/,p22
L/,p S L,p , Do,p D
H AL/,pL/,pS L,p , Do,p D S L,p 21 D
3S 2,pL 21 D1S L,p 21 DAL/,p22L/,p22S L,p , Do,p D
1AL/,p22
L/,p S L,p , Do,p D L,p F11 Do,p S 12 L,pD G J .
~33!
D. Polymer propagator
Let us now proceed to evaluate the polymer propagator.
For this purpose, the starting point is the Fourier transform of
the characteristic function which is
P~R !5
1
~2p!3 E dq C~q !exp~2iqR!. ~34!
After integrating out the angular variables and using the par-
ity properties of the characteristic function, we can rewrite
the integral in Eq. ~34! as follows:
P~R !5
1
4p2R E2‘
1‘
dq sin~qR !qC~q !. ~35!
The change of variables t5 (2,p2/LDo) u transforms the
expression of the characteristic function given in Eq. ~23! in
the following way:
C~q !5
Do
2qz,p
2 E
0
1‘
dt expS 2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2D
3ImH @sinh~ t1iq,p!#L/,p@ t1iq,p#L/,p21 J . ~36!
Replacing this integral expression for the characteristic func-
tion into the integral representation of the polymer propaga-
tor showed in Eq. ~35! gives the following result:
P~R !5
Do
8p2Rz,p
2 E
0
1‘
dt expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2G
3E
2‘
1‘
dq sin~qR !ImH @sinh~ t1iq,p!#L/,p@ t1iq,p#L/,p21 J ,
~37!
which can be rewritten using the Taylor expansion of the
function sinhx(z).24 The result is
P~R !5
Do
2L/,p13,p
L/,p11p2Rz (p50
‘ S L/,pp D ~2 !p
3E
0
1‘
dt expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2
1S L,p 22p D tG
3ImH E
2‘
1‘
dq sin~qR !
expF iq,pS L,p 22p D G
@ t/,p1iq#L/,p21
J
.
~38!
The integral over q is solvable exactly. Thus, the result-
ing expression for the propagator is the following:
P~R !5
2Do
2L/,p13,p
L/,p11RzpG~L/,p21 !
H E
0
1‘
dt expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2
2Rt/,pG (
p50
[L1R/2,p] S L/,pp D ~2 !p
3F,pS L,p 22p D1RG
L/,p22
2 (
p50
[L2R/2,p] S L/,pp D ~2 !pF,pS L,p 22p D2RG
L/,p22E
0
1‘
dt
3expF2 t24 Do,p S L,pD
2
1Rt/,pG J . ~39!
The two integrals present in the expression of the polymer propagator showed in Eq. ~39! are exactly solvable. The results
are the following:
E
0
1‘
dt expS 2 t24b 6at D5Apb exp~a2b !@16erf~aAb !# b.0. ~40!
Consequently, the final expression for the polymer propagator is given by the following formula:
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P~R !52
DoA,pDo expS ,pR
2
DoL2
D
2L/,p13,p
2LzApRG~L/,p21 !
H F12erfS RL A,pDoD G (p50
[L1R/2,p]
~2 !pS L/,pp D S L1R,p 22p D
L/,p22
2F11erfS RL A,pDoD G (p50
[L2R/2,p] S L/,pp D ~2 !pS L2R,p 22p D
L/,p22J , ~41!
which is valid for any value of the persistence length and
contour length of the chain.
E. Structure factor
Finally, we compute the single chain structure factor
from the well-known formula
S~q !5
2
L2 E0
L
ds~L2s !C~q ,s !. ~42!
First, we define two dimensionless variables s5v,p and
Q5q,p where ,p is the true persistence length of the poly-
mer chain. The resulting expression for the structure factor is
S~Q !5
2,p
2
L2 E0
L/,p
dv~L/,p2v !C~Q ,v !. ~43!
For the purpose of clarity, let us define the ratio L/,p
5t in Eq. ~43!, then the expression of the structure factor
becomes
S~Q !5 2
t2 E0
t
dv~t2v !C~Q ,v !, ~44!
where
C~Q ,v !5 2
Qvz~v !4 t(v)S Lo~v !t~v !2 D
t(v)21 (
p50
‘ S t~v !p D ~2 !p
3ImH E01‘du expF2u2 Lo~v !t~v ! 1~ t~v !22p ! 2Lo~v !t~v !2 S u1iQv t~v !2Lo~v ! D GFu1iQv t~v !2Lo~v !G t(v)21 J ~45!
and
z5z~v !5F t~v !22Lo~v !G
2
At(v)22
t(v) S t~v !, t~v !Lo~v ! D . ~46!
We have introduced two new functions of v , namely t(v)
and Lo(v). The former is equal to the ratio L/,p used in our
solution to the model. We remind the reader that this ratio
can differ from the true one, as discussed in Sec. II of this
paper. Thus, it should be a function, called t(v), of the true
value of the ratio L/,p . The latter function is the ratio L/Do
used in our calculations. More discussion about these two
functions and their explicit mathematical expressions are
presented in the following section.
The final expression for the structure factor is obtained
by replacing the expressions of C(Q ,v) and z(v) given in
Eqs. ~45! and ~46! into the integral representation of the
structure factor showed in Eq. ~44!.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin the discussion of our results by considering the
two parameters of our approximate treatment of the WLC
model, namely Do and L/,p . Although the physical concepts
behind the approximations used to define these parameters
were justified in the preceeding section, we now face the
problem of determining these parameters quantitatively. For
this purpose, we have to define a criterion that should build
TABLE I. List of values used to construct Eqs. ~48! and ~49!.
t t Lo
0.1 4.02 454
0.2 4.1 242.5
0.3 4.225 176.5
0.5 4.4 121.5
1 4.8 83.5
10 10 84
12 12 118
15 15 180
18 18 256
20 20 314
25 25 484
35 35 940
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the functional relationships between these two parameters
and the parameters used in other approaches to the WLC
model.
At this point, one very relevant observation is that our
approach targets a generating function that depends on recip-
rocal space variables ~q! explicitly. Consequently, if the ap-
proximate mathematical expression for the generating func-
tion is accurate then, all the results that depend on reciprocal
space variables, such as the single chain structure factor and
the characteristic function, will be accurate because they are
determined from the generating function directly or through
integral operators. This implies that the magnitude of any
error made in the evaluation of the generating function will
remain the same or be reduced in all statistical properties
computed from the generating function that depend on recip-
rocal space variables. On the contrary, the magnitude of the
errors will be magnified by the inverse Fourier transform
required to compute real space properties. This leads us to
the conclusion that in order to have accurate results for re-
ciprocal and real space statistical quantities, the best way to
determine the parameters Do and L/,p is to require that our
result for one real space property agrees on a quantitative
level with the same real space property predicted by other
treatments of the WLC model. Thus, our criterion for the
determination of Do and L/,p is that the height and location
of the maximum of the radial distribution function for the
end-to-end distance agree with the ones obtained from other
treatments of the WLC model. For this purpose, we chose
two classic results: the work by Gobush et al.10 who calcu-
lated the polymer propagator as an expansion around the
fully flexible limit and the results obtained by Wilhelm and
Frey21 who studied the rodlike limit.
We start by rewriting our parameters in dimensionless
form. We call these parameters t and Lo which are defined as
follows:
t5 L/,p and L05L/Do . ~47!
In addition, we define the variable r as R/L where R is the
end-to-end distance. Then, we extract the functional relation-
ship between our new parameters, t and L0 , and the param-
eter t, defined as the true ratio L/,p , by matching the posi-
tion and height of the peak in the radial distribution function
of the end-to-end distance @4pr2P(r)# obtained by using
our method with the ones obtained from the studies of Go-
bush et al.10 and Wilhelm and Frey.21 Table I shows the val-
ues obtained from the fitting procedure and, Eqs. ~48! and
~49! are the least square fits to these data points,
Lo~t!5
a0
t
1a11a2t1a3t
21a4t
3
, ~48!
t~t!5b01b1t1b2t21b3t31b4t4, ~49!
where the values of the coefficients are given in Tables II and
III. Equations ~48! and ~49! are valid for values of t in the
interval @0.1,40#. However, these fits can be extended to any
value of t using the procedure described before. For the pur-
pose of illustration we plotted Eqs. ~48! and ~49! in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively. Both figures display very good quantita-
tive agreement between the data and the least square fits.
Consequently, Eqs. ~48! and ~49! can be used to make pre-
dictions for the polymer propagator for intermediate values
of t.
The dependence of Lo(t) on t is showed in Fig. 2.
Observe that Lo(t) decreases with increasing t for small
values of t. This implies that as the chain becomes shorter,
the self-correlations become weaker. This is a clear conse-
quence of the kernel Kk ,s which approaches zero for short
chains because it is proportional to us2ku. On the other
hand, Lo(t) increases with increasing t for large values of t
~long chains! which implies that the self-correlations become
weaker. This is the natural consequence of the fact that, in
FIG. 2. Plot of Lo(t) vs t. Continuous line @least squares fit from Eq. ~48!#,
circles ~numerical values from Table I!.
TABLE II. Constants for Eq. ~48!.
Constant Value
a0 40.9658
a1 42.8935
a2 26.1775
a3 1.07249
a4 24.7137E23
TABLE III. Constants for Eq. ~49!.
Constant Value
b0 4.19767
b1 1.9614E21
b2 5.37968E22
b3 21.51054E23
b4 1.51895E25 FIG. 3. Plot of t(t) vs t. Continuous line @least squares fit from Eq. ~49!#,
circles ~numerical values from Table I!.
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this limit, the chain is in the flexible regime. Thus, all the
effects that are consequences of the semiflexible nature of
the polymer backbone become negligible. Therefore, Lo(t)
displays a minimum for values of t close to four. The depen-
dence of t(t) on t is showed in Fig. 3. This plot shows the
expected monotonic behavior. Furthermore, for large enough
values of t, the relationship is linear. This result can be ra-
tionalized as follows: the longer the chain is, the less impor-
tant the fluctuations around the rodlike configuration ~for one
persistence length! are. Thus, our L/,p should approach the
true value of L/,p as the chain becomes longer.
Let us now turn the attention to the polymer propagator
P(R) whose expression is showed in Eq. ~41!. It is worth
observing that apart from some prefactors, the dependence of
the propagator on R is mathematically very simple. It is just
the sum of two terms each of which is the product of an
exponential, a term involving an error function and a finite
sum of powers. Considering that this expression was derived
from the characteristic function, Eq. ~36!, via an inverse Fou-
rier transform, we find this expression to be remarkably
simple.
Figure 4 shows the radial distribution function
@4pr2P(r)# predicted by our calculations using Eqs. ~48!
and ~49!, and the one predicted using the expression derived
by Gobush et al.10 Both results are in excellent quantitative
agreement. Figure 5 shows the same quantity near the rod-
like limit. In this case, we compare our results with the ones
obtained in Ref. 21. As in the previous case, the quantitative
agreement is very good for all the values of t studied. The
small deviations observed between both results can be cor-
rected in a perturbative way as described in the preceeding
section. It is important to observe that the results for the
radial distribution function arising from Refs. 10 and 21 dis-
agree for t510. But, independently of which one is the most
accurate one, our method can be made to agree with it by the
appropriate selection of the values of Lo and t .
Figures 4 and 5 also show how both asymptotic behav-
iors are connected. The location of the peak in our radial
distribution function for chains with a fixed contour length,
L , moves toward larger values of r when the persistence
length ,p of the polymer backbone increases. This is the
correct result because the stiffer the polymer backbone, the
higher the energetic penalty to bend the chain. Consequently,
those configurations of the macromolecule with small end-
to-end distance will be more and more hindered as the per-
sistence length increases, while those configurations with
large end-to-end distance should be more favored. Therefore,
the peak shifts toward larger values of r when the persistence
length increases. Moreover, the height of the peak must in-
crease to preserve the normalization of the radial distribution
function.
Figure 6 shows four different results for the mean square
end-to-end distance ~divided by L2). Our result which is rep-
resented by the dashed line was obtained by replacing the
expressions of Lo(t) and t(t) showed in Eqs. ~48! and ~49!
into the mathematical formula for ^R2& given by Eq. ~33!.
The solid line corresponds to the exact solution.2 The circles
FIG. 7. Same data as in Fig. 6 plotted differently ~only two data sets are
showed!. Our result ~dashed line! and exact result ~solid line!.
FIG. 4. Normalized radial distribution function, 4pr2P(r), vs r . Compari-
son between our results ~continuous lines!, Eq. ~41!, and Gobush’s results
~symbols! for the following values of t: 35 ~circles!, 25 ~squares!, 18 ~dia-
monds!, 15 ~triangles up!, 12 ~triangles down!, and 10 ~stars!.
FIG. 5. Normalized radial distribution function, 4pr2P(r), vs r . Compari-
son between our results ~continuous lines!, Eq. ~41!, and Frey’s results
~symbols! for the following values of t: 10 ~triangles down!, 5 ~circles!, 2
~squares!, 1 ~diamonds!, and 0.5 ~triangles up!.
FIG. 6. Mean square end-to-end distance ~divided by L2) ^r2& vs the pa-
rameter t. Our result ~dashed line!, exact result ~solid line!, Ref. 10 ~circle!
and Ref. 21 ~diamonds!.
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and diamonds correspond to the mean square end-to-end dis-
tance obtained from Refs. 10 and 21, respectively. This fig-
ure shows that our result is in very good quantitative agree-
ment with the exact result over the whole range of values of
t. In particular, it captures the fractal dimensions of the flex-
ible and rigid limits correctly, as showed in Fig. 7.
Let us now consider reciprocal space quantities. For this
purpose, we start with the characteristic function C(q). Fig-
ures 8 and 9 show C(q) as a function of q for ten different
values of t ~0.1,0.5,1,2,4,8,12,20,30, and 35!. The symbols
are the results obtained using the method of Stepanow and
Schu¨tz for n510 ~in their notation!.23 These figures clearly
show that our results capture the continuous change in the
behavior of this function which changes from a monotoni-
cally decreasing function in the flexible limit ~large values of
t! to an oscillating function in the rodlike regime ~small
values of t!. In addition, our computations predict that, for a
fixed ,p , the decrease of the characteristic function for small
values of q should be faster for flexible polymers than for
rigid ones. This is a consequence of the fact that for a fixed
persistence length the flexible limit is achieved with large
contour lengths thus, the mean square end-to-end distance is
larger and the decrease in the characteristic function is more
pronounced than in the rigid limit which is realized by short
contour lengths thus, small mean square end-to-end dis-
tances. In addition, Figs. 8 and 9 show that the results ob-
tained using our method can describe reciprocal space prop-
erties accurately.
Based on the aforementioned expression for the charac-
teristic function, we have also computed the single chain
structure factor S(q) whose final expression is showed in Eq.
~44!. Furthermore, we have compared it with the prediction
arising from the model for semiflexible ~Dirac! chains devel-
oped by Kholodenko5 which was successfully tested against
experimental data27 and Monte Carlo simulations based on a
discrete form of the Kratky–Porod model for worm-like
chains.28 We present this comparison in Figs. 10 and 11
where we plotted S(q) as a function of q for nine different
values of the persistence length. The symbols correspond to
Kholodenko’s model and the lines are the results of our cal-
culations. These figures depict an excellent quantitative
agreement between both results for the whole range of values
of t studied. This agreement is to be expected due to the
approximate equivalence, via the Bloch–Nordsieck approxi-
mation, between the WLC model and the model of Dirac
chains. The observed quantitative agreement between our ap-
proximate results and the exact ones for Dirac chains implies
that our approximation to the WLC model is accurate and the
use of an effective self-correlation does not affect the pre-
dicted S(q) significantly.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have developed a new approach to the
WLC model of semiflexible polymers based on a new gen-
erating function. The advantage of our approach is fivefold.
First, the evaluation of the most relevant statistical properties
of the model is straight forward since they can be obtained as
derivatives or integrals of the generating function. This
FIG. 8. Characteristic function C(q), Eq. ~26!, vs wave vector q . Continu-
ous lines this work, symbols Stepanow and Schu¨tz (L21@G10(k ,p)#(k ,t) in
their notation!. Circles (t535), squares (t530), diamonds (t520), tri-
angles up (t512), and triangles down (t58).
FIG. 9. Characteristic function C(q), Eq. ~26!, vs wave vector q . Continu-
ous lines this work, symbols Stepanow and Schu¨tz (L21@G10(k ,p)#(k ,t) in
their notation!. Circles (t54), squares (t52), diamonds (t51), triangles
up (t50.5), and triangles down (t50.1).
FIG. 10. Structure factor S(q) vs wave vector q . Comparison of our results
~continuous lines!, Eq. ~44!, with Kholodenko’s results ~symbols!. Stars (t
535), squares (t520), circles (t512), 3 (t58), and triangles (t54).
FIG. 11. Structure factor S(q) vs wave vector q . Comparison of our results
~continuous lines!, Eq. ~44!, with Kholodenko’s results ~symbols!. Stars (t
52), diamonds (t51), squares (t50.5), and circles (t50.1).
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makes the evaluation of the generating function the funda-
mental step for the solution of the WLC model. In our treat-
ment of the model, we devised two approximations that were
able to capture the flexible and rigid limits exactly and,
moreover, provided a smooth crossover behavior between
the two aforementioned limiting regimes. This crossover be-
havior has all the correct qualitative features as showed in
the preceeding section and, furthermore, agrees on a quanti-
tative level with the results obtained by five other research
groups. Second, all the results obtained using our method are
based on the same approximations. In order words, there is
no need to develop different approximations for different sta-
tistical properties or regimes with different degrees of stiff-
ness. This puts all our results on equal footing. Third, our
method provides closed form mathematical expressions for
all the properties studied in this paper. Some of these expres-
sions, like the one of the polymer propagator in real space,
turned out to be very simple. Fourth, another important ad-
vantage of this work is that it respects the local, not global,
inextensibility constraint. Consequently, this method could
be used to study the force-elongation relationship of worm-
like polymers. We will study this topic in a future note. Fi-
nally, our treatment of the WLC model was able to provide a
solution to this model around which a standard perturbative
treatment can be developed. In this paper we did not pursue
the development of such perturbative treatment. However,
we provided the guidelines for it. The detailed calculations
will be the topic of a future publication.
Perhaps, one of the most important contributions of our
work is the derived polymer propagator. The mathematical
expression obtained for the propagator is very simple. It con-
tains two terms each of which is the product of an exponen-
tial, a term which involves an error function and a finite sum
of powers which is very similar to the expression of the
polymer propagator of the random flight model.
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APPENDIX: SOME MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS OF
THE EVALUATION OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION
In this Appendix we explain how the final expression of
the generating function, Eq. ~11!, was obtained. For the pur-
pose of clarity we define the variables $Yk% as follows:
Yk[@ iFk~11lq!1Ck jp# , ~A1!
then, the integrals over the variables uk in Eq. ~8! can be
evaluated exactly using the saddle point method which is the
solution to the following equations:
u12u052kY0 , ~A2!
un212un225kYn21 , ~A3!
uk1122uk1uk2152kYk , k51...n22, ~A4!
where k was defined in Eq. ~12!. The solutions to these equa-
tions are given in Eq. ~9!. Moreover, the constraint stated in
Eq. ~10! is a consequence of these equations. Therefore, if
this constraint is not satisfied, then Eq. ~9! is not the saddle
point solution.
The terms appearing in Eq. ~8! can be rewritten as fol-
lows:
2
1
2k (k50
n22
~uk112uk!
252
k
2 (k50
n22 S (
m50
k
YmD 2, ~A5!
and also
(
k50
n21
ukYk52 k2 (k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ymuk2muYk . ~A6!
We can simplify the sum of these two terms further if we
note that
(
k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ymuk2muYk1 (
k50
n22 S (
m50
k
YmD 2
5 (
k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ymuk2muYk1 (
k50
n22
(
m50
k
YmYk~n212k !
1 (
k50
n22
(
m5k11
n21
YmYk~n212m !
5 (
k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ymuk2muYk2 (
k50
n22
(
m5k11
n21
Ym~m2k !Yk
1~n21 ! (
k50
n22
(
m50
n21
YmYk , ~A7!
where the last double sum vanishes because of the constraint
given by Eq. ~10!. After changing the order of summation we
obtain the following expression:
(
k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ymuk2muYk2 (
k51
n21
(
m50
k21
Ym~k2m !Yk . ~A8!
Apart from the term k50 the first double sum can be
separated into two terms: one for m<k21 and the other one
for m>k such that the former cancels the second double sum
in the preceeding expression. As a result we obtain
(
k50
n21
Y0kYk1 (
k51
n21
(
m5k
n21
Ymuk2muYk
5 (
k50
n21
(
m50
n21
Ym~m2k !Q~m2k !Yk . ~A9!
If we now use the constraint for the Yk’s, Eq. ~10!, we
obtain the quadratic term in Eq. ~11!.
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